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CASED HOLE WIRELINE SERVICES 

CASED HOLE ANALYSIS TOOL

PURPOSE: 

The Cased Hole Analysis Tool (CHAT) is a multiple sensor measurement platform capable of 
providing accurate data about reservoir rock parameters, reservoir fluid identification, and 
movement behavior of reservoir and/or non-reservoir fluids in and around the wellbore.  
Through-casing formation evaluation and reservoir fluid monitoring remains an important 
component of well and reservoir management.

All sensors in the CHAT measurement platform are interfaced into a proprietary telemetry 
cartridge and are processed through the proprietary "Premier Logging System"

ADVANTAGES: 

The CHAT Computed Product is acceptable in place of open-hole logs for submission to the 
EUB.

Multiple conveyance methods including: slick-line deployment, wireline logging, coil tubing 
logging, co-rod logging, drill pipe logging and logging while CT drilling.

APPLICATIONS

- Primary porosity measurement (open hole quality)

- Depletion monitoring of producing reservoirs

- Evaluation of potential reservoirs

- Coal bed methane applications

- Steam flood evaluation and monitoring

- Problem well diagnostics

- Dry wellbore logging

- Gravel Pack evaluation

- Horizontal wellbore logging
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✓Cable Head Swivel Assembly – to decouple
the rotational force on the tool created by cable
torque and thereby prevent the tool
from ‘rolling off’ the casing wall.

✓Magnetic Decentralizer – to achieve
decentralization as numerous sensors in the
CHAT tool are collimated and are designed to
be positioned immediately on the
casing wall.

✓ Telemetry Cartridge – to processes all of the
sensor signal data for transmission to the
surface acquisition system. This module
also houses the natural gamma ray
and the casing collar locator.

✓ Behind Casing Density Module is comprised
of a focused source detector combination
consisting of 3 detectors. This module is
designed to provide 3 main functions; to
provide a standalone gas detection device when
combined with neutron data; to provide behind
casing data in problem well diagnostic
applications; and to determine formation
density characteristics. The density is also used
in openhole to derive density porosities.

✓ Dual Energy Neutron Module provides
neutron porosity measurement and Sigma
profile. The ‘dual energy neutron’ term refers to
complete form of this module (both thermal
and epithermal components), it is designed in a
manner enabling the removal of the lower
epithermal section and allows to gain neutron
measurement 0.6m (2 ft.) from the total depth
(TD)
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FEATURES

- Modular Design results in the most effective and cost efficient tool configuration

- Measurement compatibility - CHAT physics based on conventional open hole tools.  This 
provides the sensitivity required for accurate time-lapse comparisons

- Measurement reliability - all components in the CHAT downhole assemply consist of the 
best quality obtainable resulting in reliable operation within the rated specifications of the 
equipment

- Compatibility with other tools - Noise logging module can be included to provide noise data 
to identify fluid movement under dynamic well conditions.  Temperature and other P.L. 
measurements can be included in the module, below the string.

SPECIFICATIONS

ASSOCIATED ANSWER PRODUCTS

✓ The wellsite answer product is comprised of all the ‘Raw Data’ detector responses in 
addition to the ‘Neutron Porosity’ or TPHI, and the ratio of the medium and the far behind 
casing density detector responses - the DRAT curve. Example of the field log format 
presented on the right
✓ The data office interpretation products include:
✓ Standard analysis
✓ Intermediate analysis
✓ Advance analysis
✓ Other more comprehensive interpretation services




